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ABSTRACT

The geometrical relationships of albite and pericline twins
associated with the monoclinic to triclinic phase transfor-
mation in alkali feldspar are completely reproduced by
lattice-misfit calculations using program EPLAG, and
twinned triclinic lattices. Although elastic strain may be an
important component in the phase transformation, the irra-
tional orientation of the pericline composition plane is
independent of anisotropic elasticity. Elastic strain observed
in twin microstructures is due to coherent accommodation
of the lattices. These conclusions are consistent with recent
studies on oriented phase-boundaries in feldspar inter-
growths, The method of calculating elastic strain-energy
in EPLAG, which is based on linear strains in the two-
dimensional (hkl) interface plane, is independently con-
firmed using tensor shear-strain components calculated
from the peridline-twin shear.

Keywords: alkali feldspar, twinning, lattice misfit.

SoMlaerne

Les relations g€omdtriques des macles albite et p6ricline
qui r6sultent de la transformation d'un r6seau monoclini-
que d un r€seau triclinique dans un feldspath alcalin sont
compldtement reproduites par calcul de f&axt des r&eaux;
ce calcul s'effectue au moyen du logiciel EPLAG et en sup-
posant une maills triglinique macl6e. Quoique la d6forma-
tion 6lastique pourrait Ctre importante dans la transforma-
tion de phase, l'orientation irrationnelle du plan de
composition de la macle pdricline est ind€pendante de l'ani-
sotropie 6lastique. La ddformation €lastique que I'on trouve
dans les microstructures macl6es est due i la cohdrence des
rdseaux. Ces mnclusions concordent avec les dtudes rfuentes
des parois orient€es des intercroissances de feldspaths. La
fagon d'effectuer le calcul de l'6nogie de ddformation 6las-
tique dans EPLAG, fondde sur les d6formations lin6aires
dans le plan bidimensionnel (hkl) ddl'ntetface, a €t€ ind€-
pendammbnt confirm6e par le calcul des tenseurs de cisail-
lement pour le d6placement associ6 d la macle pdricline.

(Traduit par la R€daction)

Mots-cl4s: feldspath alcalin, macle, 6cart des r€seaux.

INTRODUCTIoN

, Recent studies @leet e/ al. 1980, Fleet 1981,
1982, 1984a, b, Fleet & Arima 1985) suggest that the
orientation of a phase boundary in intergrowths in
which a definite srystallographic relationship exists

between the intergrown phases is largely defined by
either minimization of lattice misfit or topotaxy. The
orientation adopted seemingly provides the optimal
degree gf fit (or structural continuity) between the
juxtaposed substructures of the ligand atoms. Fur-
thermore, whereas many studies clearly show that
coherent elastic strain contributes to the total Gibbs
free energy of intergrowths and may markedly
depress the temperature of phase separation (e.9.,
Yund & Tullis 1983), the contribution of anisotroy
ic elasticity to their orientation appears to be rela-
tively insignificant.

In the present study, the orientations of the com-
position planes of transformation twins in feldspars
are interpreted by lattice-misfit theory. Particular
emphasis is given to the pericline twin because of its
inationally oriented twin plane, which suggests some
analogy with the coincident lattice-boundaries in in-
tergrowths of chain silicates (Robinson el al. l97l'
Fleet el al. 1980).It is confirmed that the composi-
tion planes of both albite and pericline twins are in-
deed coincident lattice-boundaries and that even
though the energy associatedwith coherent elastic
strain may depress the temperabure of the monoclinic
* triclinic transformation, the orientation of the
pericline composition-plane is independent of
anisotropic elasticity.

1'yianing in inorganic materials and minerals has
been reviewed by Cahn (1954). Smith (1974, Chap-
ter l8) gave a comprehensive review of the very ex-
tensive literature on feldspar twins and twin-related
properties. The origin of polysynthetic lamellar twins
in feldspars has been frequently the topic of spirit-
ed discussion. However, most of this discussion con-
cerned lamellar twins in plagibclase (e.9., Laves 1965,
Vogel & Seifert 1965) which, in light of Smith's
(1974) analysis, do not apperar to be related to a
phase transformation. Smith (1974, Chapter l8)
pointed out that the presence of triplet twin-related
reflections in the diffraction pattern of albite- and
pericline-twinned plagioclase (I-type twinning, Smith
& MacKenzie 1958) excludes an origin by monoclinic
* triclinic phase transformation (and also by high
triclinic - low triclinic phase transformation). Fol-
lowing the earlier insight of Laves (1950, 1952), the
monoclinic - triclinic phase.tqansformation origin
of the fine-scale polysynthetic twins in alkali fpld-
spars is now fairly well established. The present
study, then, has application to K-rich feldspar, anor-
thoclase and cryptoperthite. Relevant studies on
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Ftc. l. a) Schematic D-axis stereogram of pericline twin
geometry: rs is trace of rhombic section, with pole P;
the angle d is inclination of rhombic section to c*,' sub-
scripts 1,2 label twin-related orientations. b), c) Lattice
displacement in the plane of maximum shear-strain
(40*), which is normal to the rhombic section, for b)
pericline twin and c) albite twin: ry' is'the obliquity (or
shear angle) of the twin.

Frc. 2. Orientation of rhombic section frs,, defined by the
angles o and 6: see text and Figure l; stereographic
projection.

cryptoperthite include Willaime & Gandais (1972),
Willaime et ol. (ln3), Lorimer & Champness (1973)'
and Willaime e/ al. (1976), and on microcline include
Eggleton & Buseck (1980), FitzGerald & Mclaren
(1982), and Mclaren (1984).

TWTN GSoMETRY: REVIEW AND SYNTMSIS

As discussed by Cahn (1954), the albite twin law
[twin plane (010)] and pericline twin law (twin axis
D) are examples of twinning by pseudomerohedry.
In the lattice of triclinic feldspar, (010) is a plane of
pseudosymmetry and [010] an axis of pseudosym-
metry. Thus, for twinning resulting from the
monoclinic * triclinic transformation, albite twin
individuals are commonly regarded as representing
degeneration of the symmetry plane of the pre-
existing monoclinic phase. Correspondingly,
pericline twin individuals represent degeneration of
the symmetry axis.

The orientation of the composition plane of the
albite twin is completely defined by the twin law;
(010) is both the twin plane and the composition
plane. The latter is a coincident plane'of the two
albite twin-related triclinic lattices. In contrast, the
orientation of the composition plane of the pericline
twin is only defined by combination of the twin law
and the triclinic lattice geometry. The composition
plane is the rhombic section (cl, Deer et al. 1963,
pp. 26-29) and, ideally, it too is a concident plane
of the two pericline-twin-related triclinic lattices.

In the context of transformation twins, albite and
pericline twin geometries are most conveniently
described by analysis of the twin shear (e.g., Kelly
& Groves 1970, Smith 1974,Fi9.18-20). The albite
twin requires a displacement of the pre-existing
monoclinic lattice by simple shear parallel to the twin
plane in the direction normal to the line of intersec-
tion with the rhombic section @ig. lc), whereas the
pericline twin requires a displacement by simple shear
parallel to the rhombic section in the direction of the
twin axis (Fig. lb). For both twins, the plane of max-
imum shear-strain contains the, axis and the (010)
normals (this is the b,b* plarrc, Fig. l), and the shear
anele r/ is b A b*, which is one-half of the twin shear
angle for glide twinning of the triclinic lattics. The
angle / (Figs. 1,2) is usually referred to as the obliq-
uity of the trvin (e.9., Cahn 1954, Willaime & Gan-
dus 1972, Willaime et al. L973). Intersection of the
albile and pericline composition planes defines a line
of coincidence, which remains invariant in a
homogeneous transformation. However, in general,
the mutual boundaries of albite- and pericline-
twinned regions of complexly twinned intergowths
are not composition planes (Laves 1950).

The rhombic sestion is defined as the plane
though the D axis that intersects {010} in a line per-
pendicular to the b axis (Tunell 1952). In stereo-
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graphic projection @ig. l), its pole P is given by the
intersection of lhe b,b* and the e*, c* great circles.
The orientation of the rhombic section is commonly
specified by o, the angle between the a axis and the
trace ofthe rhombic section on the {010} pinacoid
(Fie. 2). The angle o is related to the interaxial angles
ar P, 7 by:

c o t o : c o t 6 -  c o s q
cosysinB

(Tunell 1952). Whereas ois convenient for morpho-
logical study of pericline twin relationships, the true
inclination of the rhombic section to the c* axis (6,
Figs. 1,2) is more appropriate for orientation for the
present purposes. Since the b axes of monoclinic and
triclinic lattices remain parallel in transformation by
pericline twinning, 6 is also the true inclination to
the c* axis of the pre-existing monoclinic lattice. Fur-
thermore, it bears a simple relationship to the angu-
lar co-ordinate D used in the lattice-misfit program
EPLAG @eet 1982). By reduction of equation (4)
@elow), 6 is related to the interaxial angles of the
triclinic structure by:

cotd : -cosTtanor
where,

coso : (cosq:_c_qq9cosy) (3)
srnpsrn?

CALCULATION or LeRrcs MTsrTr

In the lattice-misfit theory of Fleer (1981, 1982)
the orientation of optimal (and coincident) phase-
boundaries is predicted by minimizing the area mis-
fit befween normalized equivalent (hkA planes of two

o) c* .  oor

related lattices. Area misfit is given by le,,l +
I e22l , where ey is the two-dimensional strain ten$or,
formed from five linear strains (the sides of a refer-
ence triangle, defined by the points of intersection
of the (hkl) plane with the reference axes, and the
bisectors of its two largest enclosed angles). All cal-
culations are made using the program EPLAG.

This theory can be applied directly to modeling
the geometry of feldspar twins, using unit-cell
parameters for pairs of twin-related triclinic lattices
wirth a, : ay b2 = by c2 : cy a2: 180 - cvr, 0z
= 9y "yz: 180-Tr. Sincg the twin obliquity is only
a few degrees, this is the type of problem for which
EPLAG is most suited. Poles to computed minima
in lattice misfit now indicate the orientation of com-
position planes. Computed data for lattices of
twinned low albite and maximum microcline are
given in Figure 3. The original program EPLAG was
modified so that the fourth and fifth linear strains
for computing e;; relate to the medians through the
two largest enclosed angles of the reference triangle.
This produces a more equitable distribution of strains
for the limiting condition when the reference trian-
gle is almost parallel to a reference axis.

For both low albite and maximum microcline,
EPLAG correctly locates one misfit minimum at
(010), corresponding to the pole to the composition
plane of the albite twrn @igs. 3, la), and a second
misfit minimum on the primitive circle of the stereo-
gram, corresponding to the pole to the rhombic sec-
tion, the composition plane of the pericline twin. For
the unit-cell parameters of low albite used (Willaime
& Brown l974,Table I, No. l4), the'interpolated
d value is 57o, which compares favorably with the

(l)

Q)

olroo .

Ftc. 3. Lattice-misfit data for a) low albite, b) maximum microcline, cl Figure la: large filled cirdes il'e minima; sqs6lss
are maxima; contours are of relative percent lattice misfit; rs is rhombic section, with pole P; stereographic projection.
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precise 6 value calculated from equation (2) of 57.3".
For the maximum microcline parameters used (Wil-
laime & Brown 1974,Table l, No. 9), the EPLAG
and precise d values are -10" and -10.4o, respec-
tively. A single (010) misfit minimum is produced
(c/ Fig. la) because EPLAG essentially computes
the misfit of the first lattice relative to the second
lattice. The symmetry-related minimum results when
the order of the input lattice-parameters is reversed.
The area of maximum misfit correctly defines the
pole to the plane of maximum shear-strain.

Erasrtc Srnent-EunncY

Coherent el4stic strain is associated with
homogeneous phase separation and phase transfor-
mation. The energy required to produce this elastic
strain causes a depression of the transformation tem-
perature, as is illustrated schematically in Figure 6
for the monoclinic - triclinic transformation in feld-
spars. Although Al, Si ordering in feldspars is too
sluggish for elegant experimental demonstration of
depression of the transformation temperature, there
are many observational data to suggest that this
transformation is indeed homogeneous (e.9.'
McConnell 1971, Eggleton & Buseck 1980).

The orientation of the composition plane of the
albite lwin is defined by symmetry constraints in a
homogeneous transformation and is therefore invar-
iant. However, syrnmetry constraints only define one
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direction of the pericline composition plane' [010].
On superficial examination, this appears to allow the
possibility that the pericline composition plane could
be rotated within the [010] zone away from the orien-
tation of lattice coincidence to an orientation that
minimizes elastic strain-energy.

Devore (1970) has already noted that there is no
correlation between the anisotropy of elastic com-
pliances and the orientation of composition planes
of twins in triclinic feldspars. The present study
extends this conclusion by showing that the orienta-
tion of the pericline composition plane is indepen-
dent of anisotropy in elastic strain-energy. In general,
anisotropy of elastic compliances is not directly
equatable with anisotropy of elastic strain-energy.
Where there is two-dimensional coherence of phase
intergrowths, for example, the dimensional misfit has
to be. taken into account and, where the misfit
anisotropy is large, the misfit completely dominates
in the calculation of the elastic strain-energy (Wil-
laime & Brown 1974, Fleet 1982).

The concept of two-dimensional coherence as
applied to phase intergrowths (e.g., Cahn 1968' Wil-
laime & Brown 1974) is not strictly applicable to
coherent intergrowths of pericline twins because it
does not remove the twin shear. With this limitation,
the energy associated with two-dimensional coher-
ent elastic strain in the [010] zone is computed here
(Fig. 4) as an initial exercise. The calculation of two-
dimensional strain-energy uses the misfit tensor (Fleet
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t982, 1984a, b) and coefficients of elastic stiffness
for microcline (Ryzhova 1964) and albite (Ryzhova
& Alexandrov 1965). All calculations of strain energy
in this study relate to unit-cell parameters Nos. 14
and 9 (Willaime & Brown l974,Table l) for strain-
free triclinic lattices of low albite and maximum
microcline, respectively. Unit-cell parameters for
pericline- and albite-twinned equivalent msaeslinig
lattices (which correspond to the coherently twinned
states) were calculated in the manner of Willaime &
Brown $nq. As anticipated, the variation of two-
dimensional elastic strain-energy is very similar to
the variation in misfit (Fig. 4): the strain energy is
zero at the orientation of the rhombic section. It is
emphasized that the variation of two-dimensional
elastic strain-energy has no bearing on the morphol-
ogy of pericline-twin intergrowths since the twin
shear is not removed in its minimization. It is
introduced merely as a preliminary step in the proce-
dure for calculation of three-dimensional data and
to provide continuity between the previous applica-
tions of program EPLAG to intergrowths of phases
@eet 1981, 1982, 1984a, b) and the present appli-
cation to intergrowths of twins.

The three-dimensional coherent elastic strain-
energy for the pericline twin, at various orientations
of the composition plane within the [010] zone (Fig.
4), has been computed by adding to the two-
dimensional misfil tensor, the tensor shear-strain
components E231 832. The latter are given by ert :

42 = {tarry\/2, where 1 is the shear angle of the
twin (r/) resolved normal to a composition plane in
general orientation. The angle 1 is calculated with
the aid of Figure 5; 65... is a composition plane in
general orientation within the [010] zone with pole
Pi. D is the angular co-ordinate of proeram EPLAG
(Fleet 1982). Thus 1 is defined as (90-x)o. By the
methods of spherical trigonometry, x is given from:

cos.r : cosxcos2T + sinrain,ycosTsinD +

sinxsinzcosD @)
tana,

where c,r is defined by equation (3). Equation (4) can
be used also, in a different context, to derive equa-
tion (2), which defines the orientation of the rhom-
bic section in the [010] zone, by substituting 6 for
D and setting x = 90o (Fig. 2).

When Pi is coincident with P (Fig. 5), y : rtt arrd
the composition plane is the rhombic section. There-
fore, the two-dimensional misfit-tensor shear com-
ponents are now zero, and the only non-zero com-
ponents of the strain tensor ltQ e23; e32. The
calculated energies of the coherent elastic strain for
the pericline twin with the composition plane in this
orientation of lattice coincidence are 63.0 J.cmr for
low albite and 28.7 J.cm-3 for maximum
microcline. An analogous computation for the albite

Frc. 5. Definition of x, the shear angle of the pericline
twin resolved normal to a composition plane (0S...) in
general orientation within the [010] zone, with pole Pi:
D is program EPLAG co-ordinate; rs is rhombic sec-
tion, with pole P; stereographic projection.

twin, using a strain tensor formed from e23 and e32
alone, gives energies of coherent elastic strain of 64.6
J.cm-3 for low albite and28,7 J.cm-3 for maximum
microcline.

The data in Figure 4 show that the calculated ener-
gies of coherent elastic strain for the pericline twin
are essentially independent of orientation of the com-
position plane. This is readily understood by
appreciating that the strain associated with the coher-
ence is defined solely by the displacement vector of
the lattice (Fie. 1b). This vector is independent of
the orientation of the composition plane and is com-
pletely defined by the relaxed (strain-free) triclinic
lattice. Albite and pericline twins do have different
energies of coherent elastic strain because they have
different vectors of lattice displacement; the two vec-
tors have the same magnitude but a different direc-
tion (Fig. lb,c). The small differences in these strain
energies therefore reflect elastic anisotropy, largely
within the plane of maximum shear-strain (the b,b*
plane).

The small discrepancies in the data' for three-
dimensional coherent elastic strain-energy at various
assumed orientations of the composition plane of the
pericline twin @ig. 4) are attributable to use of the
misfit tensor in the calculation. This aspect of the
present study, in fact, provides a stringent test for
the method by which two-dimensional elastic strain-
energy is calculated in program EPLAG (Fleet 1982,
1984a, b). Whereas the misfit tensor (which is a
measure of area misfit).rvas considered completely
adequate for qualitative use (location of minima,
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maxima, etc.), its ability to yield fully quantitative
strarn-energies for simple shear-strained lattices is
somewhat surprising. Precise strain-energies at
different orientations of the composition plane of
the pericline twin are readily computed by forming
a strarn tensor just from shear-strain components
alone (resolved both normal and parallel to the com-
position plane in general orientation).

DISCUSSION

The present study of pericline- and albite-twinned
feldspar lattices has proved to be a stringent test for
the methods of calculating lattice misfit and elastic
strain+nergy using the program EPLAG @eet 1981,
1982). The lattice-misfit calculation reproduces the
orientation of the pericline composition plane to
within t0.5", even with a rather coarse interval of
grid points of 5'. The quantitative reliability of the
calculated values of elastic strain-energy for simple
shear-strained lattices is surprisingly good.

The pericline composition plane is a boundary of
tattice coincidence, and its orientation is independent
of elastic strain-energy. Although two-dimensional
elastic strain-energy is minimized at the orientation
of the rhombic section, the twin intergrowth is ideally
strarn-free in this orientation. Now, the fact that the
pericline composition plane is defined by lattice
geometry, and is no different from the albite com-
position plane in this respect, is commonly uader-
itood (e.g., Willaime et al.1973, Smith 1974' Chap-
ter 2). What has not been considered in previous
studies. is the analogy between the irrationally
oriented twin-boundary and the oriented phase-
boundary.

The coincident two-dimensional phase boundary
of chain silicate systems (e.g., Robinson et ql. 1971,
Tirerll et al. 1980) differs from the irrationally oriented
composition plane only in that it relates two differ-
ent lattices and compositions. Intimate intergrowths
of twins commonly exhibit lattice strain (e.9., Eggle-
ton & Buseck 1980), yet the mechanical energy

G
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Temperoture
Ftc. 6. Schematic Gibbs free energy fG,/ - temperature phase diagram for the

monoclinic - triclinic transformation in feldspars: arrows indicate paths of trans-
formation; T.-r1 is the temperature of the monoclinic - strained triclinic trans-
formation; Z4 is the temperature at which disorder is initiated in the triclinic
phase; [n-, is the temperature of the monoclinic - triclinic transformation'



associated with this does not contribute to their
orientation. The strain in question is readily
attributable to twin (or lattice) accommodation. If
composition planes are locally rotated away from
coincident orientations, compensating counter-
rotated composition planes exist elsewhere in the
intergrofihs. In general, lattice strain localized at
crystal interfaces is attributable to lattice accommo-
dation (it is imposed by the local structure). Such
lattice strain relaxes rapidly with distanca away from
interfaces. The lack of relevance of the two-
dimensional elastic strain-energy of Cahn (1968) and
Willaime & Brown (1974) to this situation has been
discussed by Fleet (1984a, b). Dislocations at misfit
boundaries in framework silicates have a prohibi-
tively high energy because of the high (Al,Si)-O bond
strength. Therefore, the common observation of lat-
tice coherence at phase boundaries in cryptoperthites
is not at all surprising.

Phase relations for the monoclinic - triclinic
transformation in feldspars are presented in Figure
6 in a schematic and greatly simplified manner. A
second-order component has been added to the
equilibrium transformation path (ab..) as required
by the Al,Si ordering, but G,7curves are given for
just one ordered (or partly ordered) triclinic phase
and one alsnsslinis phase only. Transformation
twins in feldspars most likely arise from transfor-
mation via a supercooled monoclinic state. Under
equilibrium conditions, the fine-scale twin lamellae
would anneal out because of the large contribution
of twin-boundary energy to the free energy. Two
extreme paths of transformation are represented by
acef,.. and acd,.. (Fig. 6). Many intermediate paths
are possible and, indeed, actual transformations may
well involve elements of several different mechan-
isms of transformation. In the first path (acef,.,),
Al,Si ordering produces coherent domains of triclinic
structure in pericline- and albite-twin-related orien-
tations. Subsequent strain-relaxation and annealing
would result in the characteristic M-type twinning
of microcline. Domain size, shape and distribution
could be determined either from a random ,,nucle-
ation" of regions of Al,Si ordering or completely
homogeneously by the establishment of strain waves
within the transforming matrix.

An alternative mechanism of transformation is
suggested by the path acd,.., which represents the
direct nuclegtion of an unstrained ordered (or partly
ordered) triclinic state from the supercooled
monoclinic matrix. The shape and distribution of
twin domains must very largely reflect the require-
ments of strain compensation, twin accommodation
and optimization of total energy of the twin bound-
ary. It is important to note that if the transforma-
tion takes place below Td(the temperature at which
disorder is initiated in the triclinic phase, Fig. 6), the
ordered (or partly ordered) triclinic state may nucle-
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ate directly, essentially by a first-order process.
In unannealed feldspars, the orientation of the

pericline twin lamellae is a possible fossil record of
the structural state of the triclinic phase at the time
the twin microstructure was established. This is
because the pericline composition plane is defined
by Al,Si ordering and, therefore, may not be free
to rotate within the [010] zone as the transforma-
tion progresses. Of course, if reordering of Al,Si does
take place within the time frame of the transforma-
tion, this criterion is no longer applicable. One obsta-
cle to its application is the lack of appropriate data
on unit-cell parameters for intermediate structural
states of microcline and anorthoclase. However, the
available data suggest that orientations of the
pericline composition plane might vary by only a few
degrees in K-rich feldspar. For example, using the
intermediate microcline unit-cell parameters of Wil-
laime & Brown (1974, No. 8), 6 is -5.9", which is
not significantly different from the calculated value
of 6 for maximum microcline (= -l0o) compared
to the observed range of orientations of the pericline
composition plane in microcline (Reinhard & Bach-
lin 1936, Smith 1974, Chap. l8). This one example
suggests that for transformation in K-rich feldspar,
the variations in the unit-cell parameters of the
triclinic feldspar with change in structural state leave
the orientation of the lattice-displacement vector
essentially constant. In general, the lack of appropri-
ate unit-cell data is a major obstacle to the further
application of the lattice-misfit theory to intimate
intergrowths of twins and phases and to structural
modulations.

Recent TEM studies of transformed alkali feld-
spars (e.g., Willaime et ol. 1976, Eggleton & Buseck
1980, Mclaren 1984) have revealed much about the
nature of their intergrowths but, as reported by
Mclaren (1984) for cross-hatched microstructure in
microcline, the transformation mechanism(s) are still
little understood. In view of the numerous physical
and chemical factors senfislling Al,Si ordering in
feldspars (Martin 1974), a full appreciation of their
transformation mechanisms may be unrealistic at the
present t:me. The TEM studies do suggest that the
transformation path ocef... combined with random
nucleation of Al,Si ordering is unlikely (in twinned
microstructures, triclinic regions are twin-pair
related, and separate regions of pericline or albite
twins exist rather th6n complex interpenetrating
albite and pericline lamellae: Eggleton & Buseck
1980, Mclaren 1984). However, in intimately
twinned intergrowths in K-rich feldspar, twin (or lat-
tice) accommodation effects lead to coherent and
semicoherent structures (McConnell 197 l, Eggleton
& Buseck 1980). Such studies suggest that the twin
microstructure is organized while it develops by strain
waves. But this could be interpreted from both
homogeneous second-order and strain-compensation

TRANSFORMATION TWINNINC IN ALKALI FELDSPAR
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points of view. In the latter case the structure partly
relaxes within twin domains as the transformation
progresses but remains structurally coherent else-
where. Transformation paths must be intermediate
relative to the two extreme paths in Figure 6.
Knowledge of the state of order of structurally coher-
ent and untwinned regions in K-rich feldspar micro-
structures is critical to a full understanding of the
transformation mechanism(s) involved.

Individual Na-rich lamellar regions of cryptoper-
thites are invariably twinned according to either
albite or pericline twin laws (e.9., MacKenzie &
Smith 1962, Willaime & Gandais l972,Wrllaime et
al, lW3, Lorimer & Champness 1973, Brown & Wil-
lume 1974, Mclaren 1974, Willaime et al. 1976,
Brown et al. 1983, Brown & Parsons 1983). Albite-
twinned Na-rich lamellae generally consist of low
albite. On the other hand, pericline-twinned Na-rich
lamellae within the same hand specimen usually
involve high albite (MacKenzie & Smith 1962),
although exceptions are not uncommon (e.9., McLa-
ren 1974, Willaime et ol. 1973). The periodicity of
albite-twin lamellae is proportional to the average
width of the Na-rich regions and appears to be the
result of a delicate balance between strain compen-
sation with the K-rich matrix and minimization of
twin-boundary energy (Willaime & Gandais 1972,
Brown et al, 1983).

The Na-rich and K-rich lamellae are generally
coherent along the phase boundary (e.9., Willaime
& Gandais 1972, Willaime et al. 1976). The required
accommodation in the lattice is very localized and
the strain relaxes rapidly away from the phase
boundary. Now, the lattice-displacement vector for
the albite twin is normal to D* (Fig. lc) and is always
inclined at a low angle to the plane of the lamellae
(60I). The inclination varies from about + 16o for
anorthoclase to about -l8o for low albite. This is
very important because it would permit the order-
ing of the Na-rich phase to develop progressively
(continuously or step-wise), without requiring that
the composition plane be readjusted with consequent
reordering of Al,Si. Relative to the familiar view,
in the (001) section of this microstructure, the twin
shearing is predominantly downward with only a
small component directed toward the K-rich phase.

The lattice-displacement vector for the pericline
twin is parallel to D and therefore is parallel to the
(60T) plane for all structural states of albite.
However, continued ordering from the high albite
state require$ rotation of the composition plane of
the twin. Thus, the persistence of high albite in
pericline-twinned Na-rich lamellae may reflect slug-
gishness of Al,Si reordering.

M-type twin relationships are expected to be con-
served in semicoherent intergrowths. M-type twin-
ning certainly indicates that the twin microstructure
developed from a monoclinic precursor but it does

not preclude the progressive development of low
albite.

The present study can shed little light on the con-
trol of twin type in individual Na-rich lamellae of
cryptoperthites beyond a few obvious statements.
Since the total energy (and area) ofthe twin bound-
ary is optimized, the detailed morphology and orien-
tation of individual lamellar regions have to be
important factors. The elastic strain-energies for both
twin laws are very similar, but the pericline twin
requires a stepped composition surface and there-
fore would seem to be associated with a higher twin-
boundary energy.
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